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Specific examples of Spiritual, Moral Social and Cultural Develop in Enterprise include: 

 

 In the Archbishop of York’s Award we address cultural and social issues in the PSHCEE unit linked to this course, 

as well as complete a number of community projects helping our local community which are practical based. 

 In the Archbishop of York’s Award lessons within Religious Studies we organise a unit about people in Faith we 

look at how faith changed the world through individuals addressing the spiritual aspect of SMSC – focussing on 

our own reflections about how faith affects people and our response to it. We focus on the Christian theme of 

compassion. 

 In the Business Enterprise section we often do projects like the £challenge – where pupils are given £1 to invest 

(based on Jesus’ parable of the talents) and also Young Enterprise.  As these may be extended projects over a 

series of weeks or months, we focus on the Christian theme of endurance.  Pupils are also encouraged to trade 

ethically, meaning that moral aspects are addressed. 

SPIRITUAL – Self reflection in Enterprise is a key element of the Spiritual Aspect of SMSC.  Within the 

Social Enterprise context pupils often think about charities that are important to them, and what their 

foundations are.  By thinking about these things helps pupils develop an understanding about how they 

can best help others, and what things they are passionate about. 

MORAL – Through the Business Enterprise programme, pupils consider what makes ethical business.  

Pupils also consider what is right and wrong about the ways they can advertise, buy and sell products.  

With regards to Social Enterprise, pupils also consider some of the issues that cause poverty around the 

world and reflect on their moral reasons. 

SOCIAL – This thread runs throughout all of the Enterprise Programme.  Socially pupils reflect on the 

work of charities worldwide.  They also work in small groups on fund raising projects, as well as 

Enterprise days and other Business Enterprise developing their social skills.  Through the Archbishop of 

York’s Young Leaders Award pupils also work with people from outside of school developing their inter-

generation social skills. 

CULTURAL – Pupils develop cultural understanding through raising awareness of different charities and 

where they work from around the world.  We also are creating two books as part of the Archbishop of 

York’s Award – one about photographs of Old Wirral, and one with results of interviews our pupils 

conducted with residents from sheltered-accommodation comparing their early lives and culture to our 

pupils. 


